Abstract. We give a new approach to the celebrated theorem of Frobenius (describing the structure of Frobenius groups). We also study the subgroup of a finite transitive permutation group generated by the fixed point free elements (derangements) and its relation to the Frobenius-Wielandt theorem.
Introduction
Frobenius groups play an important role in finite group theory, appearing as point stabilizers in Zassenhaus groups. The classification of the Zassenhaus groups was a major step towards the classification of all finite simple groups.
All known proofs of the theorem of Frobenius [3] describing the structure of these groups to some extent (and giving them their name) make use of character theory. Only in some special cases, e.g., when a point stabilizer is solvable or has even order, alternative proofs are known (see [5, Satz IV.2.4] and [8, p. 76] ). The approach presented in this note still uses character theory but appears to be much simpler, and more direct, than the usual ones given in the literature.
We make use of the fact that the set IrrðGÞ of irreducible characters of a finite group G is an orthonormal basis of the complex vector space of class functions on G with respect to the inner product hw; zi ¼ 1 jGj
wðgÞzðgÞ:
Restricting this to a subgroup H of G, carrying class functions (characters) of G to those of H, we write hw H ; z H i ¼ ð1=jHjÞ P h A H wðhÞzðhÞ: Let 1 G denote the 1-character of G and r G ¼ P w A IrrðGÞ wð1Þw the regular character.
Throughout, G is a finite group and H a subgroup which is not normal in G. Let n ¼ jG : Hj be the index ðn d 3Þ. Then G acts transitively (but not regularly) on the set W of right cosets of H in G, the stabilizer of a point Hg being the conjugate
be the set of elements in G which act without fixed points on W. We do not assume that G is faithful on W, so the core 7 g A G H g may be non-trivial. Clearly F a is a normal subset of G, and we write F ¼ hF a i for the (normal) subgroup of G generated by F a . Let p denote the permutation character of G on W, counting the fixed points of each element. So pð1Þ ¼ n and pðxÞ ¼ 0 for x A F a . Then p 2 is the permutation character of G on W Â W. By the Cauchy-Frobenius-Burnside fixed point formula, hp; 1 G i ¼ 1, as G is transitive on W, and hp 2 ; 1 G i ¼ hp; pi is the number of G-orbits on W Â W, which is also the number of H-orbits on W. Hence hp; pi d 2, with equality if and only if G is 2-transitive on W.
Since all subgroups H g have order jHj and have the element 1 in common, 6
as desired. In particular F a 0 q, so that there is a conjugacy class of G which does not meet H. (So, as mentioned by Serre [10] , there exist two characters of G which are distinct but have the same restriction to H.) It also follows that F is transitive on W, because if K ¼ HF were a proper subgroup of G, there would be an element of G outside 6 g A G K g , and this would belong to
For g A GnF a we have 1 c pðgÞ c n and, therefore, ðpðgÞ À 1ÞðpðgÞ À nÞ c 0. Thus
The left-hand side is hp; pi À ðn þ 1Þhp;
We refer to Serre [10] for a recent discussion of these well-known theorems. Suppose that G is faithful on W. It would be interesting also to have proper lower (and upper) bounds for the number of conjugacy classes of G consisting of fixed point free permutations (derangements). There is always an element in F a of prime-power order, but the proof of this uses the classification of the finite simple groups [2] . If H is a Hall subgroup of G, then F a contains all non-trivial p-elements for the primes p dividing n ¼ jG : Hj.
The group G is called a Frobenius group if the lower bound jF
It follows that for each x A F a the centralizer C G ðxÞ is contained in F a U f1g, because if y A G is permutable with x and fixes a point a ¼ Hg, then it also fixes ax 0 a and so y ¼ 1. The theorem of Frobenius will tell us that F ¼ F a U f1g in this case; then F is called the Frobenius kernel. The lower bound given in Theorem 2 is usually better, but jF a j ¼ jHj implies that jF a j ¼ n À 1. In fact, by the above discussion we have pðgÞ c 1 for all g 0 1 in G, and hp; pi ¼ 2. Thus G is a 2-transitive Frobenius group, and jHj ¼ n À 1. In this case it is easy to show that F ¼ F a U f1g is an elementary abelian p-group for some prime p. Remarks. Suppose that G is not a Frobenius group (and not regular on W). Then one has the estimate jF a j > 2jHj, with the exceptions G ¼ S 4 ðjWj ¼ n ¼ 4Þ, G ¼ A 5 , S 5 ðn ¼ 5Þ and G ¼ A 6 ðn ¼ 6Þ. This has been shown by Guralnick and Wan [4] (using the classification of the finite simple groups).
If G ¼ S n is the symmetric group of degree n (and H a point stabilizer), for any k c n there are just n k À Á Á jS nÀk j ¼ n!=k! permutations in G leaving k points elementwise fixed. Therefore by the sieve principle,
So, for large n, jF a j is approximately equal to n!=e ¼ ðn=eÞ Á jHj. The following example is due to Isaacs et al. [6] . Let G ¼ HV be the semidirect product of H ¼ SL 2 ð pÞ acting on its standard module V ( p a prime). Then V is a regular normal subgroup of G ðn ¼ p 2 Þ. It turns out that each element in F a has order p when p is odd. Counting the transvections in H we get
in this case.
Frobenius' theorem
We keep the notation of the preceding section. We are going to show that if G is a Frobenius group, F a U f1g is a (normal) subgroup of G. Define c : G ! C by
is a normal subset of G, this c is a class function on G.
Theorem 3. The following assertions are equivalent:
(ii) c is a character of G;
Proof. As before let
Let w A IrrðGÞ be an irreducible character of G. We have to show that the inner product
Using that w is a class function on G and that jGj ¼ jHjn we therefore have
Now the first summand on the right is equal to hw H ; 1 H i À wð1Þ=jHj and the second one is c w =jHj. We conclude that
is an integer, and that c w À wð1Þ is divisible by jHj. Suppose that c w ¼ hw; ci is not zero. We assert that then c w ¼ wð1Þ is the degree of w, and this will finish the proof. We compute, arguing as before,
Clearly ð1=jHjÞ
2 =jHj is a non-negative rational number, as it is the other summand. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
where equality holds if and only if all values jwðxÞj ¼ wð1Þ agree. Moreover, we have the estimate ð1=nÞð P (ii) ) (iii) By construction and assumption (ii), F 0 ¼ KerðcÞ is the kernel of c, the set of all g A G for which cðgÞ ¼ cð1Þ ¼ jHj.
Note. The character c above, G being a Frobenius group, is the inflation to G of the regular character r G=F . We have seen that hw H ; 1 H i ¼ 0 for each irreducible constituent w 0 1 G of c which, by Frobenius reciprocity, just means that hw; pi ¼ 0. In view of the known character theory of Frobenius groups [5, Satz V.16.13] we therefore have p ¼ 1 G þ P z ðzð1Þ=jHjÞz; the sum being taken over all irreducible characters z of G not having F in their kernel, and
It follows that the (tensor) product pc is equal to the regular character r G . 
Wielandt's theorem
We would like to describe F ¼ hF a i in the general situation (as given in Section 2). In what follows we present a description which is based on the theorem of Wielandt [11] . We also use an idea from the recent paper by Knö rr [7] . Theorem 4. Let H 0 be the smallest normal subgroup of H such that H V H g J H 0 for each g A GnH. Then HF ) . The group G=F G H=H 0 has order relatively prime to n ¼ jG : Hj.
The integers n, n 0 are relatively prime, because if p is a prime dividing n 0 and P is a Sylow p-subgroup of H, the normalizer N G ðPÞ is contained in H (as P V P g J H 0 for g A GnH). It follows that P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G, as desired.
We already mentioned that F is transitive on W ðG ¼ HF Þ. Of course H V F is a normal subgroup of H. We assert that H V H y J F for each y A GnH. This will prove that H 0 J H V F . Now for any element h A H V H y we have pðhÞ d 2. By the Cauchy-Frobenius-Burnside formula
Since each element of G outside F has at least one fixed point on W, we obviously have P g A GnF pðgÞ d jGnF j. We conclude that pðgÞ ¼ 1 for all g A GnF . Hence the assertion.
It remains to show that F 0 is a subgroup of G, because then H V F ¼ H 0 and
&
This is a class function on G for which the restriction o H is the inflation to H of r H=H 0 . Regard IrrðH=H 0 Þ as a subset of IrrðHÞ (via inflation). We show that o is a character of G, and this finishes the proof since then F 0 ¼ KerðoÞ. Let w A IrrðGÞ be an irreducible character of G and d w ¼ hw; oi. Then
wðxÞ:
Let y be an irreducible constituent of o H ¼ r H=H 0 (with multiplicity yð1Þ). Definê y y : G ! C byŷ yðgÞ ¼ yðg x Þ if some conjugate g x belongs to HnH 0 , andŷ yðgÞ ¼ yð1Þ for g A F 0 . One checks thatŷ y is a well-defined class function on G, withŷ y H ¼ y. (Here our argument follows that of Wielandt [11] .) We claim that
In fact, the right-hand side is a class function on G which takes the value o H ð1Þ ¼ r H=H 0 ð1Þ ¼ n 0 on each element of F 0 , and the zero value on HnH 0 (and its conjugates). If y ¼ 1 H thenŷ y ¼ 1 G . Let y 0 1 H (with H 0 in its kernel). For w A IrrðGÞ we compute
, and if w 0 1 G then, using the above expression for d w , we have hw;ŷ yi ¼ hw H ; yi À yð1Þhw H ; 1 H i: Thusŷ y is a generalized character of G, withŷ yð1Þ ¼ yð1Þ > 0. Since hŷ y;ŷ yi ¼ n jGj we see thatŷ y is indeed an irreducible character of G. The result follows. r Example. Suppose that G ¼ HV is a semidirect product, with V normal in G and H V V ¼ 1 (so that V acts regularly on W). Let H 0 be the subgroup of H generated by all C H ðvÞ with v A V nf1g; this is normal in H. Then H=H 0 is called a generalized Frobenius complement (following [9] where V is a finite vector space upon which H acts faithfully and linearly). We have
for each v A V nf1g. Thus H 0 is as in Theorem 4, and we deduce that F ¼ H 0 V in this case.
It has been shown in [6] that each element in F a is an involution if and only if G ¼ HV is as above, where F ¼ H 0 Â V is an elementary abelian 2-group and G=H 0 a Frobenius group (with kernel F =H 0 G V ). (The proof uses the classification of the finite simple groups.)
Remark. In Theorem 4, one may call G=F G H=H 0 a generalized Frobenius complement. For further results on such groups we refer to [1] . Usually jG=F j is 'small'. If G is 2-transitive on W, then either F ¼ G or F is not 2-transitive, and F ¼ G if G is 3-transitive and n > 3; see [7] .
